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Provost
·PaYs Visit

By Tom Kenslel'
Future Provo~t McAllister Hull
Jr. '.s .schedule has been hectic since
his arrival here from Buffalo, N.Y.
on Tuesday afternoon, and the
academician-administrator said his
visit to UNM ·has renewed the
exciting anticipation of becoming
the University's chief academic
officer on July I.
·
"I feel that the role of the
· provost will give me a great opportunity to help shape the future
of this University," said the current
dean of graduate and professional
education at the State University of
New York at Buffalo.. He . will
replace
Provost
Chester
Travelstead.
Following a . solid itinerary
mapped out ·by UNM Secretary
John Durrie, Hull has met with
University administrators, college
deans, school directors, students
and faculty of the physics department, and state legislative committees. He is alsb planning to do
some house hunting wi~h his. wife,
Mary, before they return to Buffalo
on Saturday.
Hull said that the duties ·of the

provo~t )lre vague, and cannot be nontechnical course titled "Physics
itemized into a specific job and Society'' at SUNY-Buffalo,
description, "To put it simply, the and b~ plans to teach a similar
provost does whatever· . the course at UNM, beginning fall
University president doesn't have semester.
time for, and that involves the
"l.'m interested in teaching the
Coordination of the academic concepts of physics, without getting
programs with the research and bogged down by the mathematics.
public involvement programs of the The course will show the impacts of
University," he said.
physics on society, and of society
It is thewlack of public awareness on
physics;
showing
the
of University programs and. relationships between physics and
projects that most concerns Hull .. history, communication, religion
"The future of any university rests and public policy," he said.
with its ability to develop modes of
Flying, glider soaring, fishing,
collecting guns and studying the
interaction with the outside.
"UNM has a better chance of American Indian were mentioned
researching its goals and respon- ·as, some of his outside interests. "I
sibilities as a university in the have been to the tribal meetings of
Southwest, than most schools back the Iroquois, and look forward to
East; UNM is not traditionally developing relationships with the
'highbound' like Princeton or Yale. tribes and pueblos in New
Those schools fee( that they have Mexico," Hull said.
been successful for years, and don'•t
Albuquerque has changed
see the need for changes," Hull dramatically since the Hulls last .
said.
.
lived in, New Mexico while he was
· While his administrative duties working on the atom bomb projects
have prechtded itwolvement with in·Los Alamos during World War
'research projects, Hull has found II. "We were coming prepared to
time to teach a unique physics like Albuquerque because· of my
course every semester. He teaches a past experiences here."
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McAllister Hull

A S·U N M c a n d i d a t e
statements are due In ·the
_LOBO OfflceJ ~m. 138
Marroi;i ~all.~y thi• ··Sunday;
5 p.m. Photos- of the candidates are due by this
Friday, 5 p.m.

NeW Mexico

'DAIL.V
Friday, April ·8, 197.7
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Mus.ic Degree's Death Debated
By D.M. Flynn
The elimination of the music.
history degree from the College of
Fine Arts was called uan · infringement of the academic
freedom" of music history· Profs.
Dr. Susan Patrick and Dr. Karl G.
Hinterbichler by music PrOf.
Morton Schoenfeld...
Schoenfeld spoke before 20
members of the music faculty at a
special meeting Thursday.
· The department's B.A. degree in

music history and music .literature
was dropped "in response to
legislative concern,'' Adams said in
a letter to Zon Eastes, president of
the UNM Music Society and a
music history major.
At the meeting, Assoc. Prof.
William Seymour said · he first
learned that the derzrces were·
dropped through Donaid McRae,
acting dean of fine arts. .
Seymour said McRae admitted /
that t~e degree had· bt:_en dropped

and had said "don't say too much
about this."
Schoenfeld said the only purpose
of his calling the meeting was to
"see that this degree is reinstated."
Department Chairman William
Rhoads sajd the only answer to the
problem was· to find 12 mus~c
hist9l'Y majors to fulfill the
Academic Council on · Higher
Education's criteria on "justifiable
programs."
Acco!ding to the council
''justifiable programs" must have
mpre than four graduates and more
than 12 majors in ·a given program
to receive justification.
Dr. Patrick said at the meeting

there are currently 11 music history
majors, one short of the minimum
requirement to justify the program.
Rhoads said "the answer is to
find 12 bona fide music history
majors because with the present
enrollment figures now, there is no
justification.''
Assoc. prof. of music Joanna De
Keyser said, "There are 13 cases
that I know of where programs
were dropped, but in all these
instances the faculty was consulted."
The LOBO, by request of the
chairman, was asked tp 1eave the
meeting. Afterwards, several
faculty members said Rhoads

assured the faculty that they would
be consulted on future curriculum
changes and personnel matters.
Schoenfeld also said he asked
McRae why the degrees in music
history and literature were deleted
and McRae said, "This was 'a
cosmetic gesture for the Board of
Education pi Finance.' "
Schoenfeld also said the decision
to eliminate the music history
degree was unilateral and, if met
unchallenged, a preceden't would be
set where professors who "are
unpopular with their administrators
may wake up one morning and find
their discipline removed from the
catalogue issue."
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Rabin Qujts as Party Head

$candal Spurs Resignatjon
niL AVIV, Israel (UPI)- Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin resigned
Student Court justices John Thompson (Lett), Donna
Thursday as head of the Ruling
Labor Party in the aftermath of a
Gober (Middle) and Todd Pink (Right} consider ASUNM
scandal involving a clandestine
Sen. David Rupp's challenge.
joint account he held with his wife
in a u.s. bank..
"l am not prepared to assume
responsibility, albeit for what 1
consider a minor mistake, for the
damage that the Labor Party could
suffer in the forthcoming elecBy Ruth S. lntre•
tions," Rabin said on nationwide
lri~i!iduals-and ASUN~ chartered organizations have been temporarily radio and television, 40 days before
prohtbtted by the Student Court from spending money on ASUNM national elections May 17.
candidates. .
Rabin SS, said he has informed
ASUNM Sen. David ~upp · challenged the ASUNM Elections Com- the ·Labor Party secretary that "I
mission's decision to aUow students and student organizations to live up to have returned the mandate that I
SIS donations to- candidates running for ASUNM positions, in a won from the Labor Party" conpreUminary court hearing late last night. The case will be decided today in · vention to head the party's ticket in
a fu~l court hearing at 2 p.m. in room 230 of tlie SUB.
the Knesset (Parliament) elecRupp's challenge centers aroupd a set of guidelines the Elections tions.''
C~mmission had laid out ~rlier this week stating that ASUNM members
He also announced he is seeking
(those ~tudents who paid their $12 activity fee) and chartered organizations to terminate his current tenure as
of UNM could subsidize candidates' spending allowances for the campaign caretaker premier, even thOugh he
by individually paying for endorsement advertisements in either the LOBO is aware of the legal difficulties
or KUNM.
involved.
Urider present ASUNM laws, ~andidates can spend up to $2S for
"I greatly regretthat I am ending
senatori~l races; SSO for vice presidential and $7S for presidential races.
my service this way," he said.
Rabin admitted "a misun. Rupp said the Elections Commission h.ad overstepped its powers by
allowing students ot groups to add to the campaign ceilings by paying for derstanding has been created" over
endorsements.
the amount of money remaining in
The Election Commission argued that it was the students' right to en- the washington, D.C. bank. acdorse candidates and by not allowing them to have paid endorsements their count, left over from Rabin's
rights were being infringed upon.
service as ambassador to
The court must decide today~ if they will allow students and chartered. Washington between 1968 to 1973.
groUps to buy endorsement advertisements up to SIS, or if the $2..5 to $7S
Rabin said when he left
ceiling will be the total amount of money allowed to be 'Spent on a can- Washington .the account held
didate's campaign.
$18,000 which shrank 't() $10,000
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during the past four years.
as ~20,~ .at one time, r~ther than
He acknowledged his wife is a smgle JOmt account With $2,000
liable to criminal proceedings.
that Mrs. Rabin admitted to Israeli
"I feel formal and moral newspa~rs a~~nth ag?·
responsibility, like my wife, for all
Two oppos•tJ.on LJkud Party
that has happened," Rabin said. "I m~~bers o.f Par~am~nt c~lled for a
am not prepared to put up with a cnm.mal mvestJgatiOn .·~t~ the
fact that her legal position would be Rabm acc<?un~s. because Jt IS ~Ueg~l
different than my own.
for . Israeli Citizens to mamtam
4
'' If she stands trial,,l would foretgnbankaccounts.
stand trial with her and I would not
claim immunity as a member of
Parliament."
Rabin said he has "no other
recourse'' but to accept respon. sibility "with my wife for what we
have done."
Rabin resigned as prime minister
Hokona Hall was evacuated
in December when the government
was declared a minority govern- Thursday morning at S:2S a.m.
ment and his move Thursday meant when a bomb threat was received.
Graduate Assistant Mike Frazer,
that the Labor Party, which has
a
resident of the dormitory,
ruled Israel since 1948, has no
·
received
a call at S a.m. saying 11 A
candidate for prime minister in the
bomb will go off in Hokona within
efections set for May 17.
an
hour." Frazer called Randy
Defense Minister Shimon Peres
was runnerup to Rabin in th'e Boeglin, asst. dean of students,
party's election for a .candidate but who called the campus police.
Peres does not automatically Boeglin made the decision to
succeed to the position of candidate evacuate the building.
The building was emptied at S:2S
for prime minister. The party will
a.m.
and police officials began a
have to hold another election.
search
for the explosive.They did
Early in the day the newspaper
not
find
a bomb, and the building
Ma'ariv said the couple's illegal
was
reoccupied
at S:S2 a.m.
bank accounts actually totaled 10
Campus police also reported that
times the amount acknowledged by
two backpacks were stolen from
Mrs. Rabin.
. Majariv said the Rabins had two shelves in the bookstore Wedbank accounts containin' as much· nesday. ·
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For Illegal Phone Tapping

"

Soviets Wrap Up Diplomacy Trip

Ex-FBI Official Indicted
Mexican Fnod..:..Speclallzing In Burritos

Open 7 Days
11 am- 8 pm
Complete
M~xican Dinners
Call Ahead For Carry Out Service
1415' Central Ave. NE
242-0921
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NEW YORK (UPI)-A federal
grand· jury indicted the former head
of an FBI ;mtiterrorist squad
Thursday on charges he had agents
open the mail ;md tap tire phones of
New York City targets ranging
from the Bowery to Central Park,
Harlem and Greenwich Village.
The indictment of retired agent
John J. Kearney was the ·first
produced by a year long probe of
allegedly illegal FBl investigative
actions in New York.
Attorney General Griffin Bell
issued an accompanying statement
of faith in the bureau and its
agents.
"My own dealings with the FBI
in the short time that I have been
attorney general sustain my overall
resp~t fQLt_he FBI ~<LI11Y sin~e

trust in the high standards of
professional responsibility
demonstrated by the men and
women who have the honor of
serving as FBI agents," Bell said.
Justice Department officials said
the indictment charged Kearney

with two counts of conspiracy, one
count' of illegal wiretapping and
two counts of obstructing .mail
co~respondence as director of a
squad assigned to track down
members of the radical left
"Weather Underground" from
1970 to 1972.
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By United Press International

Plutonium Use Abandoned
WASHINGTON-President Carter abandoned plutonium as a
U.S. energy source Thursday, sayingimclear fuel benefits offered by
the deadly material are far outweighed by the danger that it might
cause the spread of atomic weapons.
Cart~r, reversing the decisions of previous presidents, suspended
commercial development of the fast breeder nuclear reactor and said
the United States will not extract plutonium from spent nuclear fuel.

'

Gandhi May Be Punished

,' !

Poncho Villa tequila

NEW DELHI, India-India's new government vowed Thursday to
punish former officials, perhaps including Indira Gandhi, who are
found guilty of "repression and terror" ·during her 21-month
emergency rule.
Home Minister Charan Singh did not mention names in his announcement to Parliament but lawmakers understood from his comments that Mrs. Gandhi might be among those investigated.
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Gourmet Dinners Fri & Sat 7-9
In Historic Old Town
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IRS. Investigates Kissinger

II i

WASHINGTON-Henry Kissinger is cooperating with the Internal
Revenue Service in an investigation into whether he should pay income taxes on his $50,000 "gift" from Nelson Rockefeller in 1969, it
was learned Thursday.
Kissinger has signed a waiver necessary to extend the statute of
limitations in his case, according to a source close to the former
secretary of state.
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Angry Student Retaliates
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to offer guidance and career planning
Call or write USFV, 8353 Sepulveda Blvd.
Sepulveda, California 91343. Tel. 213-894-5711

The crisis arose over two
"political reforms." One allowed
for adjustments in the judicial
system which would have increased
the power of the Supremo Tribunal
Federal, traditionally a political
body, and reduced the authority of
state judiciaries. The second
allowed federal deputies to vote
against party whips.

The College of Law offers a full-time 3 year day program as well as part-time
day and evening programs. The school is fully accredited by the Committee of
Bar Examiners of the State Bar of California.

These acts, were like constitutional amendments, and
required a two-thirds majority in

Opening Real Soon
ITALIAN F ATSO
2206 Central SE
for outgoing orders call

255-3696
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Fatso Numcro Due
Meatball, Sausage,
Egg Plant Parmesan,
Coke & Super Fries
$275

. ..
Sausage, Meat Ball, Egg Plant Parmesan,

• • • • • • $J95

Peppers and Egg, Steak Italiano
Garnish Included: Peppers, Mozzarella, Oniom
served on White, Rye, or Roll

Cold Sandwiches .........
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Counselors are
available daily at the
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LAW SCHOOL INTERVIEWS
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Captain Mrica Buys All His
Clothes At The Streetlites

or Tht•
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WoWabout saving
fora sunny-dayEven if retirement is a long way off for you, it pays to
start an Individual Retirement Plan now. Because the
I.R.A. plan is tax-sheltered, and that means that you
won't start paying taxes on your account until you're
ready to draw from it!
As an added feature, the interest you earn is also taxsheltered. You can set aside as much as 15% of your
annual income ... up to 51,500 a year! It's worth looking
into. Come in and get all the details about it. You'll be
glad you did!

Central at Girard
2828 Central N E
268·3361

f<e~ale

293-6530

Tlw Nrow Mt'XIt'O Dntly Lnho IS pubhfohNI
Montl/ty through ~'ndny C'vt•ry rt>gulr\r WN•k

Hot Sandwiches .

l'

Monday-Friday 10-9
Saturday 10-6
Sundavl2-5

No.128
Vol. 81
Box 20, Univ~rsily P.O., UNM
Albuqu~rqu!•, N.M. 87131
~~ditorial Phone (505) 277·
4102, 277 4202.

JHLRC''i (\t Tht• llail;v I.nhu Llr{•
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Introducing Pony. The o~ly
orthopedically designed athletic
shoe for professionals and amateurs.
Pony, the shoe worn by
John Havlicek, Jim Ard,
Paul Silas, Pele, Ken Rosewall,
Franco Harris and more
of the world's best
athletes.

Coronado C~?nter

Brazil- The most serious
political crisis since 1968 ended last
Friday in the closing of Congress.
The dictatorship of President
Ernesto Geisel becomes more
obvious. Geisel is the forth general
to rule Brazil since the 1964 coup.
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A STEP AHEAD

Earth Shoe

The French Territory of Afars
and Issas and its important port of
Djibouti are due to gain independence in May. This territory
is located at the strategic Horn of
Africa. Both Somalia and Ethiopia
have made claims to this territory.
By his visit Podgorny has indicated
the Soviet Union's interest in this
area.

<:euntry. They wanted these bills to
include a re-establishment of
habeas corpus for political crimes
and a guarantee against judges
being punished under the
Institutional Act No, 5,
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DAILY LOBO

Fatso Numero Uno
Ham, Proscuitto,
Salami, Capocollo,
Provolone, Moz
zarella, Coke, & Super
Fries $250

1

Special: Bring this ad for 20% Off
your Pony purchase in April

President Podgomy's surprise congress. They failed to pass due to
stopover in Somalia emphasized the strong position of the only legal
Moscow's interest in Somalia. opposition party, Movimento
Somalia is a poor nation of three Democratico Brasileiro (MDB).
million strategically located at the The MOB was supported by most
mouth of the Red Sea. Moscow judges and lawyers throughout the
maintains important naval and
military installations in Somalia,
especially with respect to its Indian
Ocean naval forces.

\,
·\

WHITHARRAL, Tex.-A 17-year-old high school freshman shot
[he school principal twice in the back on the steps of the school Thursday, killing the principal, and then surrendered to police, officials in
this panhandle community said.
"We know what happened, but we just don't know why it happened," said Hockley County Deputy Darrell Spence. "The people
w~'ve talked with have indicated that there were no problems between
the two."

By Larry Schmidt
Moscow
and
Southern
Africa_:._Soviet Union President
Nikolai Podgorny returned Sunday
from a 12-day tour of southern
Africa with official visits to
Tanzania, Zambia, and Mozambique and a surprise stopover visit
in Somalia.
That this was the first official
tour of Africa by a high Soviet
official underlines the interest of
the Soviet Union in the developments in Africa.
While in sou them Africa
Podgorny signed a trade and
cultural agreement with Tanzania,
which inducted a Soviet loan, a
protocol with Zambia, and a 20year friendship treaty with
Mozambique.
In
addition
Podgorny reiterated Soviet support
for Black liberation forces.
The 14-article friendship treaty
with Mozambique said, "In the
case of situations tending to
threaten or disturb the peace ...
(the USSR and Mozambique will)
enter into immediate contact with
the aim of coordinating their
positions in the· interest of
eliminating the threat
or
reestablishing peace." This was
seen as a .warning against further
White Rhodesian 'retaliation' raids
into Mozambique and as a warning
to south Africa. The treaty
provided for the . continued
development of the Mozambique
military, although to what extent is
not known. It also included
provisions for cooperation in other
spheres.
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New Mexico

With
The
Distinguished
Dresser
In
Mind

security

c?~l

savings

$} 75

Choice of two meats and one cheese
GaruM1fng Jnrludt>d, We J£illlaeat any:wnclwlc11

Hot Dishes
szgs

Lasagna, Ravioli
Egg Plant Parmesan
Sausage and Peppers
Includes Salad and
Garlic Bread

Side Dishes
Minestrone Soup .. 75'
Super French Fries 45'
Pickle ... , ....... 15'
Onion Rings ..... 45'
Vegetarian Antipa~ta
Salad ....... 50•

Homemade Desserts
Cheese Cake ... , . 65'
Sour Cream Cake .. 50'

Banana Creme Pie 60'
Chocolate Creme
Pie ... , ........• 50'

Beverages
Coke, Sprite, Mr. Pib, Icec:fTea, Orange Drink,
Lemonade, ........... , . , . , ... 25', 35• & 45'
Coffee , , .. , ..... 15' Tea ......... , .. 20'
Hot Chocolate . , ..•......... , ......... 25'
Milk or Chocolate Milk. , .. , , .. , , .• , ..... 30'

Meats: Ham, Spiced Ham, Roast Beef, Cooked
Salami, Genoa Salami, Corned Beef, Pastrami,
Pepperoni, Capocollo, Proscuitto, Turkey,
Bologna, Liverwurst
Cheeses:
Mozzarella, American, Swiss,
Provolone, Pepper
served on White, Rye, or Roll

Italian Fatso Heros
Tuna Hero .... , . IF5
Hamburger Hero . 11 75

Vegetarian Cheese 11'5
King Crab Hero .. 13 75

Spagh etti. .............. •$J50
.
Dish of Spaghetti and Meat Ball

Frank In Stein ........... 65c
Hot Dog Steamed in Beer, Served with
Sauerkraut or Relish

Italian Chef Salad ........ $225

HOLY WEEK SERVICES:

3004 D Central SE o

C RCb

266-5275

'I
,I

St. Thomas of Canterbury
425 University NE

Good Friday: Meditations ---- 12: 00-3: 00 pm ·
Stations of the Cross--7 : 00 pm
Easter Liturgies: Saturday---- 10: 30 pm ·
Sunday---- 10:00 am
·'
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Perspective

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Th.e. . PersecutiOn
and A~ytu~ of Charenton f!nder the THE VORTEX theatre under the
Assassmatwn of Jean-Paul Marat Dtrectwn of the Marqws de Sade direction of David R. Jones, Apr.
as Performed by the Inmates of lhe (Marat/Sade] will be performed at 7-9, 15-17, and22-24 at 8 p.m.

.g
....l

Editorial

»
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'marat/Sade' Opens ot the-Vortex

Child's Vacation

The typical image of the college student of the 50s was an 1a-year-old
::E Greek (as in fraternities and sororities) waving the school flag at a football
game.
The typical image of the college student in the 60s was a long-hair (man
...; or woman) wearing a flag on the seat of his or her Levis and chanting,
!\9 "We shall overcome" during a sit-in.
0:: These images faded fast and now we must look at a new image. This
image must be of a group. Included in it are the Greek, the lpng•hair and
also the serious student, worried about finishing school and getting a job,
and the returning student, who may already have a job, but is still worried
about finishing.
·
These returning students are becoming more and more visible at UNM
as their numbers increase, There is a lounge in the SUB designated as a
gathering place for the returning students. These students are getting to
-know one another and are beginning to realize that they deserve some
recognition and some attention for their problems.
One of their problems is shared with students who never left school.
That problem is what to do with your children while you are going to .
school.
,....."-"":7The UNM Child Care Co-op has been helping with this problem on a
year-round basis and does a good job for the UNM students with preschool aged children.
''.II
But those UNM students with children in grade school 11re faced with
another problem. What to do with their children during Teachers' Con, •nnnm•mnnn llnmnnmllmnnmlllllllllllllmllmmullllllllll Letters 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
ventions, Easter vacation and sometimes summer vacation.
Former Vice President Dorothy Davidson came up with a solution.
Provide day care for grade school students during these school vacations.
ASUNM Vice President Tom Williams and members of the Child Care CoEditor:
UNM without fiesta is a city rights which can never be (or
op also worked to make this program a reality,
·
It has become apparent to rny without a name. Take away fiesta should never be) taken away.
The organizers of this new venture in keeping up with UNM students' guilt-ridden soul that now is the and you might as well take our
.Those include life, liberty, the purneeds were annoyed at the photograph of the children which appeared in
time for all good men to come to · pompous lobo off his perch from suit of libations, and why not
yesterday's LOBO. This photo was not staged; the children were looking
the aid of their fiesta. It seems that out in front of Johnson Gym, chain fiesta?
.at the magazine which had some photos of naked women.
my conscience guides my heart him to a fire hydrant, and shoot him
This photo was not a definitive representation of what the Easter
and I must act. Someone on the before he whimpers.
God bless Fiesta and my dog I
vacation program was all about. It was one of a thousand different
staff
appears
to
dislike.
fiesta
and
so
Men
have
certain
unalienable
Frank Lerner
moments the children spent.
I must tell the world. I must open
In running the photo we did not mean to imply that reading such that person's eyes in the same way
magazines was a sponsored part of the program. And we regret the misun- Carlos Castaneda had his eyes
derstandings which developed because of the photo.
opened by Don Juan. I hope my atAs one last comment on the matter, we would like to note the strong tempt is not in vain.
Editor:
beginning of another change. Many of the parents of these children were
In gazing at the current political circus, the existing policy of enUNM without fiesta would be like
not offended by the knowledge that their children had looked at pictures Shakespeare stuttering through dorsements strikes me as not only elitist.:...but restrictive. The big voting
of naked women. They were, however, worried that this one small event one of his sonnets. It would be like blocks, indeed, perhaps the only voting blocks, RHSA and IFC, (greeks
might hamper the future of vacation-time child-care programs.
Sir Walter. Raleigh saying, "Thou etc.) are catered to, and generally their endorsement carries a lot of weight
We doubt that this would have been the major concern of the flag- tupped wench go to puddle thous't into the ASUNM Election. You're talking about 700 greeks, and 2000 dorm
waving football-goers of 25 years ago.
students. WHAT ABOUT THE OTHER 18,300 STUDENTS on campus?
own cloak."
Are these other students being deprived? Yesl They are not allowed to
mmnumnnmm•mnnrmm•mmn• mmm•mnmn•m•nmn1111 Letters n••un•nnnn•mnn•rmnmnn•mumnununun•muununm•m• question the candidates In the same manner as the big, influential groups.
I propose that we start thinking about the majority, and set up public
debates, open forums, and/or open meetings between ASUNM Candidates and the students!
Editor:
eating facilities is not .what it could sity students and staff, that they
Away with secrecy and esoteric groups lit is-almost sinister the way cerI would like to air my support for (or should) be.
have a monopoly on the eating tain groups can control (indirectly) the elections via their endorsements.
· Vicky Carter's letter in the Apr. 5
I t see ins to m e t h at t h e habits of the. students and staff, Since many students never get a chance to hear the candidates, it is no
LOBO. It is obvious to me that the management of these facilities thus they can charge any price and wonder that apathy exists. It is possible that this is encouraged for the
food and service at Pronto's, La think that since they are on campus serve food of the quality that they benefit of the minority, and not for the majority.
Posada and the other on-campus and serving almost strictly univer- want. But we are not required to
James M. Kasik
eat at any of these establishments,
'b G
li d
and could easily go to the Frontier
DOONESBURY
DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau
Y arry ru eau or any other restaurant on Central.
Unfortunately, many of us donlt
MY P&JB/13M, PfltiN!J, 111/it/.., cr..
Y/3.41{, RIZZO,
have
the time between classes to
IS 7HATP!e'!le6efTIN6 •. UM.. I.ETS
TH/5/SsecRtlM.Y
do that.
B.4P HUMAN R/61ll5 see.. HOW
PliiACIJilff. I NffO
Along these same lines, since I
8/ICKL.A5H. IiiiiNW
A Fi4VOR FROM
live in the dorms I am obligated to
A MOlleRI!.A7l/Bt&
WfJ BY NliXT
PlAY Or #AI<!NG
either eat at La Posada, or at a
U//ieK ..
711/i SAM/J
I
restaurant, which I really can't afford at the moment. But the
management at La Posada must
also remember that us dorm
residents pay the weekly paycheck,
as do we pay for the food we eat
there.
Unfortunately_, unlike at a
restaurant, we don't have the option of not leaving a good tip or not
coming back if the food and service
is not up to our standards. Nevertheless, Mr. Prindibill and Mr.
/!/£!/..4
seelf/111-/T
Jones, even though you don't have
:z'VIi GOT1/#E.. I 1JI!i
to compete with other restaurants,
t30T.4 time GO/HR.,
NO..
this is no reason to serve food at
..
UM..AN
EAG/£
..
J/JS7/CE
MJ
..
exorbitant prices with less-thanHOlO!NG ()p HeR SCIILES ..
good service and qCJality.
V/CllJRYIUI71f.4 LAti!?EL.
Ronald D. Sherwood
/Qf?t'l/11{..
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God Bless Fiesta, Lobo and Libations
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-Prague Spring, a cabaret
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N-Edltor
Tim 'Gallagher

A' play about individualism and
collectivism, >~bout the mind and
the state, about sex and politics,
about madness and revolution;
Marat/Sade joined the list of
classics withinthe first year after its
composition.
For ticket information call 2556830 or 265-9860.
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Editor:
Regarding
your
editorial
"Amazing Ignorance" March 28
issue.
Bullshit.
.James C. Williams
14806 Central Ave. SW'

Ed1toriel Board

Written by Peter Weiss in 1963,
Marat/Sade will be performed at
the Vortex using the original
musical score written by Richard
Peaslee for the Royal Shakespeare
Company production.

recital thea evening by Elizabeth
The director, David Jones, is the
musical,
continues at the Mendiusat8:15.
Artistic
Director of THE VORTEX
Experimental Theater in the lower
-The Story ofEaster production
level of the Fine Arts Center. It Sunday at 10:30 a.m. at Evangel and- a professor of English at the
UNM.
Since
coming
to
plays tonight and Saturday at 8 Temple, 8901 CandelariaNE.
p.m.
Albuquerque in 1971, he has
-On the Passion of Jesus directed nine plays by such authors
-Marat/Sade is at the Vortex all cantata
at Redeemer Lutheran as Shakespeare, Ibsen, Brecht and
weekend. Showtime is 8 p.m. and
Church tonight at 7:30.
Beckett.
tickets are $2.50.
-Passion
Play
production
by
St.
-Dr. W. J. T. Mitchell presents a
lecture on "Metamorphosis of the Bernadette Players Saturday night
Vortex: The Spiral in Hogarth, at 7:30 p.m·. at Our Lady of
Blake, and Turner" free today in Fatima.
Humanities 108.
-Flower show, "A Springtime
-Keller Hall events include a Stroll," at Coronado Shopping
violin recital by Barbara Scalf Center until 9 tonight and 10 a.m.
Saturday at 4 p.m. and a voice to 6 p.m,. Saturday.
•

Monopoly Shouldn't Mean Less Service

ters

Perhaps the most famous
theatre-piece to be written during
the 1960's, Marat/Sade is set in a
French madhouse in the year 1808,
dominated by a play-within-a-play ..
During this time, the Marquis de
Sade was finishing his life as an
inmate at Charenton, and for this
own amusment and the other
patient's therapy, he wrote and
staged plays for invited audiences.
This play is such a staged entertainment, the depiction of the.
life and death of the French
revolutionary leader Jean-Paul
Marat, who was assassinated by
Charlotte Cor day in the year 1793.
In Sade's play, we have songs,
mimes, dances, drama, and
discussions between the Sade of
1808 and the Marat of 1793. All of
this is complex enough, but when
we put into the equation the fact
that all the actors ofSade's play are
mad, the 'mirroring effect of the
play increases enormously.

Noel Gordon portrays Marat,
Brian Burdick as the Marquis de
Sade and Linda Peterson as
Corday. Marilyn Pittman is the
Herald, Mark Hettelson as Jacque
Roux, William Guinee as Dupperret and Liz Scott as Simonne
Evrard.
Conducting a six member orchestra will be the Musical
Director, Phillip Coonce, The
Assistant Director is Alan Ehrlich,
Costume Design by Cassandra
Carpenter with the lighting design
by Richard Thompson and Gary
Davis.
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The Peoples Choice • Rio Rancho Shopping Center
The General Store both locations·Dillards· Record World
L.P. Goodbuy both locations
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Compiled by George Gesner
Camelot is the three-hour
Littlest Horse Thieves and at the Cinema East at 12, 1,:45,

Come Fill The Cup stars James musical of English chivalry and
Cagney in the trials and tribulations knightdom starring Richard Harris,
Opening Soon
of a newspaper man. The vintage Vanessa Redgrave and Franco
film
phiys at 7 and 9:15 p.m. in the Nero. SUB Theatre provides the
Watch For Date
SUB Theatre tonight.
scenes at 7 and 10 p.m., Saturday
night.
Singing in the Rain and
American in Paris kick off the
MOM Film Festival at Don Panchos. Gene Kelly sings and dances
Snack Bar
OFF
his way through stardom at 7:30
Game Room
With Coupon
and 9:30p.m. tonight and 2, 4, 6, 8
and 10p.m. Saturday.
Emanuelle, starring Sylvia Kristel
in a highly acclaimed soft-porn love
story, should entice the midnight
Miniature Golf Course
crowd at Don Panchos.
312 Adams Street, SE 2~5-9992
Rocky Horror Picture Show with
all its transvestic pleasures starts
tonight at the Gtlild Theatre.
Audrey Rose will rock you out of
One Dollar
your life. This top-selling book
transcends into a movie. Death
after
life is a certainty but life after
For All The Pool & Ping Pong
death is up for grabs in this picture.
You Can Play From 3-Bpm At
Tlie sp~ctacle begins tonight at the
Lobo Theatre.
The Robe starring Richard
Burton, Jean Simmons and Victor
Mature as Demetrius is an Easter
Ladies Free Wed.
classic that is one of the best
20041/2 Central SE
religion epics on celluloid. It's
Behind
Next To
showing at the Sunshine Theatre in
CinemaScope at 7:30 and 9:45p.m.

See You at the "SWING"

soc

HIGHLAND SWING

s1oo

I Jiggs Pool Hall!

i

Capitol®1
-·

II

Guide

CiRE.AT TAPE. AT A
GRE.AT · PRIC.E..

Winnie the Pooh provide the Walt 3:35, 5:25,7:15 and 9:05p.m.
Disney fare for the young and the
old at the Hiland Theatre at 12:30,
Breaker! Breaker! is a foreign
2, 4, 5:30, 7:30 and 9 p.m.
language film. The language is CB.
Young Frankenstein is so funny. A bunch 9f truckers get mad and
that you'li forge( that Frankenstein show a town the techniques of
used to be your nightmares, Gene demolition. Homefront is at the
Wilder and Joe Boyle star at the M Eastdale Theatre and the 36 is
Plaza at 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, 7:30 and 12:45,2:30, 4:15, 6, 7:45 and 9:30
9:30p.m.
p.m.
S,ilver Streak is in its fifth monili
at the M Plaza Theatre. The
Wizards is the animated feature
passenger list includes Gene Wilder,
from the wicked mind that conJill Clayburgh, Richard Pryor, jured up Fritz the Cat. Show- starts
Patrick McGoohan, Ray Walston,
at 12:45, 2:30, 4:15, 6, 7:45 and
Scatman Crothers and Ned Beatty. 9;30 p.m. at the Galeria Twin.
Showtime is 12:30, 2:55, 5:15, 7:30
Raggedy Ann & Andy is a
and 9:50p.m.
musical adventure of a childhood
memory that will last forever, The
movie shows at the Louisiana Blvd.
at
I, 3, 5, 7 and9 p.m.
Demon Seed starts today at the
M Plaza Theatre. Julie Christie
plays the terrified woman who is
threatened by the sexual advances
The Domino Principle stars Gene
of a computer. Actually they get Hackman as a man who must kill a
together to form a live wire.
VIP at the Louisiana Blvd.
Network looks behind the scenes
The Eagle Has Landed is the
of television in a dismal fantasy exciting film centered around the
world. Peter Finch puts in a good Winston Churchill kidnap ploy
performance as a newsman that's during World War· II. Film is
gone mad.' Turn the channel to Los showing at the Louisiana Blvd. at
Altos at 12:30, 2:45, 5, 7:15 and 12:30,2:45, 5, 7:20 and9:45 p.m.
9:30p.m.
Airport '77 is a titanic film that
Rocky is 1976's answer to a warm turns into a submarine movie at the
and emotional film with just plain Mall Cinema at 12:15,' 2:30, 4:45,
folks. The best movie of the year 7:10 and 9:25 p.m. See the review
runs at the Los Altos Twin at 12:55, on page?.
3:10, 5:25, 7:40 and 9:55p.m.
Fun With Dick and Jane is a
romping mischievous film at the
Black Sunday is a film about a
Cinema East at 12:15, 2:10, 4, 5:55,
terrorist group who threatens to
7:45 and 9:40p.m.
blow up the Goodyear blimp_over
the Super. Bowl. There's rumors
Little Girl Who Lives Down the that Goodrich 'is behind this. The
Lane stars Jodie Foster as the girl movie plays at the Fox-Winrock at
who keeps strange company in her 2, 4:30, 7 and 9:30 p.m. See the
cellar. The projectors are running review on page 7.

CELEBRATION PRODUCTIONS
PROUDLY PRESENTS

EXTRA HIGH OUTPUTI
LOWnOI/E
FORmULATIOn
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••• Fear and Loathing at the Super Bowl •••
"Black Sunday" is showing at the
Fox- Winrock, at 7:00 and 9:.10.
Review by Dan Humenick
John Frankenheimer's latest
film, Black Sunday, does not rate
as one of his best. It is not nearly as
exciting as mqst of his pervious
thrillers, and it contains som~ ·
incredibly dull sequences. Still,
nobody
could
expect
Frankenheimer, the director of
such classics as The Train imd
Seconds, to make a throughly bad
movie, and considering the fine
craftsmanship in which it was
made, it does not seem likely_
anyone will slap this label on Black
Sunday, no _matter how silly or
implausible the story may appear.
The dullness of the movie occurs
in the first hour and a half, when all U.S. Hot on the terrorists' trail is a
the little plot pieces and major Jewish counterterrorist, who is
characters are introduced.
growing tired of all the violence he
Black September, an Arab is constantly forced to resort to.
terrorist group, plots revenge
Most of this is basically dull, but
against the United States gover- Frankenheimer' s technical skill and
nment for its pro-Israel stance. A John A. Alonzo's fine, clear
lunatic Goodyear Blimp pilot has photography make it very watagreed to help them in their cause. chable. Right when things really
He is to drop 600 kilos of explosives start to get boring, the film builds
from the blimp onto the Orange . up tension. This occurs when the
Bowl Stadium during the Super psychopath pilot gets control of the
Bowl game, blowing apart a mass blimp and heads off toward both
of 80,000 fans, several football the football stadium and a bloody
players, and the President of the suspenseful climax. If the rest of

and rants and truly appears crazy.
Black Sunday is saved front'
mediocrity by its fine cast, its fiery
climax, and its excellent production
values. It is inferior (albeit en-

/,
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tertaining) Frankcnheimer, and
hopefully his next film will be a
..,"'
continually exciting exercise, rather 1:$.
thni1 an uneven, intermittently 0
tJ
exciting one.
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the film had been as highly charged
as this finale, Black Sunday-would
definetly be a classic.
Marthe Keller, a Swedish actress
playing an Arab terrorist, and
Robert Shaw, a Scottish actor
playing the Jewish counter
terrorist, are fine in their roles,
though both mumble their lines at
important points in the story. Bruce
Dern as .Mike Lander, gibbering
idiot, is perfect, considering the
fact that he obviously was not
asked to b~ subtle. Dern screams

<tl!Jl>
TECHNICOLOR" PANAVISION• FROM WARNER BROS •• SEVEN ARTS

'f/1

Sub Theater
7:00 and 9:15

The No.v.Y So.ves the Do.,Y
"Airport 77" directed by Jerry Bermuda Triangle just above the
Jameson, is now showing at the surface of the ocean. The plane
Mal/Cinema
then collides with an oil rig hidden
Review by Wendell T. Hunt
by fog, and crashes into the ocean.
The plane was apparently well
After viewing Airport '77, one
has a difficult time determining if built, as this one survives the crash
the movie is about wealth, aviation
or if it is a promotional film for the
U.S. Navy. If one is bored by all the
wealth in the movie, he might find
excitement in the daring rescue by
the Navy.
The director, Jerry James on,
does a decent job of keeping the
audience guessing as to how the
unique disaster will occur. One is
kept wondering if the plane is going
to be hijacked, destroyed by a
bomb or fall prey to the mysterious
clutches of the Bermuda Triangle.
intact and sinks to the bottom of
The 747 on its inaugural flight is the ocean.
built by the Stevens Corporation.
In all disaster films, certain roles
Jimmy Stewart, (Mr. Stevens) has seem to emerge in the characters.
invited many wealthy socialites Airport '77is no exception.
along on the flight.
Lee Grant, (Mary Wallace), plays
After the plane is taken control the role of the selfish, but neglected
by thieves, it is flown into the wife in a broken marriage. During

BUY1
GET1

~AT

'1:1

•

J;

the film, she cannot decide on
whether to criticize her weak
husband, or to irritate the
passengers. Alas, her bitchiness is
quelled in the end.
Christopher Lee chose to
abandon his blood-sucking role in
the great Dracula movies to play the
dead hero in the movie. The real
hero in the end is of course the pilot
of the plane, (Jack Lemmon).
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In almost every aviation disaster
film that I have seen, there always
seems to be a doctor aboard. No
one on board this flight appears to
mind that this doctor is a
veterinarian.
JoePetronni, (George Kennedy),
is the one common factor of all
three "Airport" movies.
Tlie film is highlighted by
spectacular night-flying scenes and
special visual effects by Albert
Whitlock.
This movie is the second best .of
the three Airport movies.

FREE

Monday - Saturday
7:30- 8:30

ODYSSE.Y!
• ,

atKX COllA! KEYBOARDS 5TAHliT CUIII: BASS GAT!! MORAN: VOCALS, KEYBOARDS
JOE FAniU, REEDS GaiT MOWN: DRUMS JOftN THOMAS: TRUMPET
JAMB TIIISUT: TRUMfET JAMIS I'IIGH, TROMBONE HAIOlD GAUm, TROMBONE

Tuesday, April 12th, 8:00PM
Albuquerque Civic Auditorium
Tickets: ssoo/adv. s6° 0/day
show

of

All Tickets Available At:
• Albuquerque Tickets Agency
at Coronado Center
• General Store (both locations)
• L.P. Goodbuy (both locations)
• Candyman (Santa Fe)

Boogie To:

Fine Line
UNCLE _NASTY'S
."A Good Place To Make Friends".
t7N
4418CentraiS.E.
FRI.-SAT. MIDNITE
ALL SEATS $1.50
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~ Serophin Con~ert
1:1

The Seraphine Tr10, featuring
P. faculty
members from the
department of music at UNM, will
..8 appear in concert Friclay, Apr. 8, at
o 8:1,5 p.m. in Keller Hall in the Fine
-l Arts Center.
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Performing will be professors
Leonard Fe! berg, violin, and

Lobos Meet ASU Here
To Open WAC Play

George Robert, pmno, and asoc.
pro~. _Joann~ de Keyser, cello.
Ass1st1ng ":V'll be assoc. prof,
Herbert Levmso.n.
" .
,
The program mcl~?es -y1tebsk
by1Aaron Copland; Trio mE Plat
Major, Op. 70, No. Two" by
Beethoven and "Quartet in G
Minor, Op. 25" by Brahms.

6:30-Ch. 5: Once Upon a
Classic (Part I of "Little Lord
Fauntleroy.")

ACNE SCARS, PITS

7:00-Ch. 13: Here Comes
Peter Cottontail.

01

HERBAL HOME .SKIN
PLANJNG TREATMENT

TV

FR~NCH

HAYAY SHALOM

Wrltol

Recorded Message
Phone

HERBS FOR YOUTH
Box 1214 Hollywood, Fla. 33022

7:00-Ch. 5: UNM Voices.
8:00-Ch, 7: Movie ("Bang
the Drum Slowly.")
Saturday

A.S.U.N.M.
Popular Entertainment Committee
Presents

An Evening With

Noon-Ch. 13: Movie
("Maryland.")

·Prague Spring

2:00-Ch. 4: Baseball (Reds
vs. Pad,res,)

Continues at the- Fine Arts
Experimental Theater tonight
and Saturda_y at 8 p.m.

7:30-Ch. S: Part II of "Lit·
tie Lord Fauntleroy." ·
8:00-Ch. 4: Movie ("Where
the Red Fern Grows.")
10:30-Ch. 5: Mov,ie
("Miracle in Milan.")

'Adobe'
Opens
Soon

11:30-Ch. 4: Saturday Night
(Julian Bond and Brick.)
11:30-Ch. 7: Movie ("The
Flesh Eaters.")
11:30-Ch. 13: Movie ("The
Razor's Edge.")

Saturday, April30, 8:00p.m.
POPEJOY HALL
$6.50 $6.00

By Kent Graves
Something for everyone is the
theme of the upcoming season at
the Corrales Adobe Theatre. Tl:e
Adobe, operating in the old San
Ysidro Church in Corrales, will
begin its season June 2 and run
through Aug. 28.

Sunday
7:00-Ch:'4: Movie (Part II
of" Jesus of N11zareth. ")
·,

Tickets available at: Popejoy Hall Box Office
and Sub Box Office; Dillards in Winrock
Center; both L.P, Goodbuy; both General
Stores; Record World in Montgomery Plaza;
The Pedple's Choice in Rio Rancho; Candy
Man in Santa Fe.
For Information:

277-3711

7:00-Ch. 7: Movie ("The
Ten Commandments.")
8:00-Ch. 13: Movie ("Just
For You.")

THE AIRWAVES"
QUALITY

CRAFl:SMANSHIP
YOU CAN HEAR.
FROM
GALLAGHER
&LYLE.

Subtle musical touches and creative
craftsmanship make Gallagher & Lyle
the next super duo. The closer you
listen, the better they sound.
"Love On The Aim.1vcs." Coming In
loud and clear from CiJII:~ghcr & Lyle._

Opening the season will be the
sparkling musit:al Celebration by
Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt. ·
Tryouts for this show will be Apr.
24 at 2 p.m., at the theatre. All
roles except one are open.
"

11:15-Ch. 13: Movie ("Life
with Father.")
12:00-Ch. 4: Movie ("Clambake.")

"LOVE ON

j~~;ai~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=;~·-;··~·;··~~;;;;:=ll
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Popejoy Hall, UNM
Proudly Presents
The Southwestern Premiere of
George Balanchine's
filmed version of
his brilliant ballet

A MIDSUMMER
NIGHT'S DREAM

The part of Potemkin, the
narrator of.the show, will be played
, by Gene Ives, who is well known to
local audiences .. Cast requirements
are two men and one woman and
numerous singers and dancers.
Tennesee Williams' Summer and
Smoke is slated to be the second
production, playing· June 30
through July 17. Light up the Sky,
a Moss Hart Comedy, will be the.
third presentation and the season's
finale is The Effects of Gamma
Rays on Man in the Moon
Marigolds, a drama by Paul Zin~el.
Performances at the Adobe are
Thursday through Sunday evenings
at 8:30. Season tickets are now
available from any member of the
board of directors.

=-=-F'"::";;=-=-=-·==~-~:----~

good pitching."
Outfielder Steve Muccio leads
UNM hitters with a .433. average.
Aaron . Cain is second at .402.
Shortstop Kyle Rutledge leads
UNM with three home runs.
Muccio tops the club with 32 RBI's.
ASU has a 30·8 record while
UNM is 25-9. As a team ASU is.
hitting .345 compared to UNM's
.319. UNM's 2.95 team ERA is
better than ASU's 4.48.
Third baseman Jamie Allen leads
ASU with a .453 average. Second.
baseman Bob Horner tops ASU
with l~ homers.

f
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A Progreslrive Clnislilltl Fellowslli1• 1'o Give Yo11 New l'o1ver

~

5:30p.m. Sundays: Meal and Talk-it-Over
12:30 p.m. Thursdays: Soup 'N Scripture
6:30p.m. Fridays: Singing Group
7:30p.m. Fridays: Games and Sharing
Personal Counseling Always Available

t

At 111e United Ministries Center
1801 Las Lorn us N.E., 247-0497
Polrifive,]oyjll~ lltlil Clnislillll
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·Harriers Meet Top .Stars At ·Home
By Peter Madrid
highlights of the meet as Kenyan
In the high jump, Tom Woods of
Saturday night at the UNM great Mike Boit, the second best the Pacific Track Club will be one
stadium, the real stars will be on the half miler in the world, will be of the top jumpers at the meet.
track and field instead of in the sky running against UNM' s Sammy · Woods has ·cleared the bar at 7'5"
as the UNM track team hosts the Kipkurgat,. the fine freshmaJI this season.
Lobo Invitational whicb will be runner also from Kenya.
Following the Invitational, a
sporting gold medalists from the
UNM Coach Bill Silverberg said, dance will be held in honor of the
summer Olympics.
"Mike and Sammy should break athletes at the Four Seasons Motor
Three of the top track. clubs in the four-minute mile Saturday Inn. The Pllblic is invited to attend
the United States will be sending nighj."
and meet the athletes.
runners and field event athletes to
the invite which begins at 6·:30 p.m.
for the field events and 7:00 p.m.
for the running events.
.
By Ed .Johnson
be.
The Maccaibiah Track Club,
The UNM women's track team
Susie Vigil, Cindy Hagg, Lynette
national Amateur Athletic Union will get its first chance to show off Guttierez and Nanci Duhigg are
(AAU) champs, and members of its talents against collegiate members of UNM's 880 medley
the Pacific Track Club and the competition in Albuquerque this relay team that should perform
Colorado Track Club will be year when' it hosts West· Texas well.
.
competing against the Lobos along State, Saturday at University
Anita· Marsland will try to better
with many unattached athletes.
Stadium, beginning at 6 p.m.
her school high-jump record of 5-6
The Maccaibiah Track Club will
The women are coming off a and will try to break her other
sport Gold medalists Maxie Parks second-place finish in the Arizona school record,a 15.2 100-meter
and Benny Brown in the open 400- State'Invitationallast week.
hurdles mark, against teammates
meter run against Lobos Mike
Head Coach Barbara Butler said Laurie Gilliland and Billie
Solomon and Charles Dramiga.
she did not know what kind of Colborne.
The promising 440 relay team of
would Guttierez, Hagg, Karen Cunninghame, and Connie Joseph will
be impressive providing no handoff disasters occur.
During two exhibition meets the
440 relay team's time suffered
because of poor hand-offs, despite
near-perfect hand-offs during
practice.
SPECIALIZING IN REPLACEMENT
Lisa Gibbs' ankle sprain and
Dinie Norero's foot injury kept
PARTS FOR
· them from competing at Arizona
State and they are still questionable
participants for Saturday night.
Norero is noted for her long
jumping and high jumping and
Gibbs serves on the mile relay team
and is also a long jumper.
Complete Volkswagon Ma.chine Shop
Butler said, "We don't want to
take the chance of losing them'' for
the conference championship in
. early May.

BD PJ>J10f

Ferns Host Meet

GENERAL

LP's Now Only

(fJ.J

$469

Available from
Natural Sound

PARTS

Toyota - Datsun
Porsche- VW

Beauty Salon
The Masters of Innovation
Exclusively by Appointment

877-5855
926 Isleta Boulevard SW

ITED OFFER
MONET
CEZANNE

ROTHKO

And The New York City Ballet Company
April 7, 8, 9, 10 - 7: 30 p.m.
April 9, 10 Matinees- 2:00p.m.
Tickets - Adults *3°0
Fac/Staff, All Students,
Children, Sr. Cits. *P0
.
. Tickets Available At Pnpejoy Hall and
All Ticketmaster Outlets.

2.95 ERA) will pitch' for UNM.
Hollis said the Lobos can win "if
we can get them to hit the ball on
the ground. We have to make them
hit the pitcher's pitch.''
First baseman Randy Rima said,
''Everybody has been waiting for •
these games for a long time.
Everybody has a more positive
attitude than in the past."
Art DeLao, Lobo second
baseman said, "We have as good a
chance as ever" to win these games.
UNM Head Baseball Coach
Vince· Cappelli said, "We're not
doing anything differently for
ASU. We have to play smart ball.
We have to hit the ~all and have

United Campus Ministry

~Tih~e~m~il~eiriu~n~sh~o~u~ld~b~eio~n~e~o~f~th~e::::~~iii~state

based on the -play by William Shakespeare
Music by Felix Mendelssohn
In Panavision - Full Color
Cast of 100 Featuring
Suzanne Farrell, Edward Villella, Arthur Mitchell,
Mimi Paul, Nicholas Magallanes, Patricia McBride,
.Roland Vazquez, Francisco Moncion, Gloria Govrin,
Richard Rapp, Jacques d'Amboise, Allegra Kent

By David Belling
Attempting to buck tradition, the·
Lobos will open Western Athletic
Converence play . today and
Saturday when they meet defending
WAC champion Arizona State
here.
ASU has won 32 of the last 33
games between the. two teams.
Tonight's game will start at
seven. Saturday's doubleheader will
start at ~ p.m. All three games .will
be played in the Albuquerque
.
,Sports Stadium.
Tonight Bruce Barber (5-0, 2.10
ERA) will be on the mound for the
Lobos. Sasturday Rob Hoover (4-2,
2.83 ERA) and Jack Hollis (4-2,

'a

2935 Monte Vista NE 265-3681

VAN GOGH

ROUSSEAU

ESCHER

KLEE

DALI

DEGAS

PICASSO

VERMEER

RENOIR

REMINGTON

LDBD GRILL.

l..a.::.;.. WYETH
HOMER

Location: Ballroom (Sub)
Date: Aprilll tl;rrough 15
Time: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
· Sponsored By: U. C.
•.. plleN at

•uo eeeh •

•llf i fH •6.00

With most sandals and shoes you need a close fit so
·
your foot won't slip around.
But with Birkenstocks, you keep the straps loose, so
your feet can move comfortably. Yet they won't slip around
or fall off. The cork innersole is molded to fit your feet.
It Jeels like walking on a smooth beach.
If you need more convincing, ask someone who wears
them. Then come see us and try on a footprint of vour own.

Breakfast
with Coffee
79~

Special: Bring this ad for 20% Off
your Birkenstock purchase until
Apri123

Laaa PHARMACY

Earth
Shoe
Coronado Center

MIRO

CO ROT

BIRKENSTOCKS., DONT FIT LIKE
SHOES. THEY DONT FIT LIKE SANDALS.
THEY FIT LIKE FOOTPRINTS.

•

We Serve All Your Needs 7 am· Midnight

243·5601

Yale & Central

293-6n30

•.I

./

----------------------~---------
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Netters Meet Alums

.,.;

$419 SlxliVays ... $199·
~ $199Threeways
$99
<
0
$49
$139 Threeways
.g $89 Twoways ... $29
o-l
>. Mighty Midgets
$19

!@
C1
0
0

'R
Q)
~

Hurry! Quantities Limited

By Carol Pavletlch
The UNM men's tennis team will
play the Lobo Alumni Saturday
afternoon at 12 noon at the tennis
courts across from the intramural
fields.
The Alumni squad will have
UNM Head Tennis Coach Tim
Russell, ex-WAC doubles champ
Dick Maguire, Jack Kennedy and
Dick Meachem, a singles and

?:

z

d(jlubles. champ. Several New
Mexico open champs will also play
for the alums.
The varsity ba'rely defeated the
Alumni last year, squeaking by 5-4.
Varsity tennis player and 1976
WAC champ Tim Garcia said,
"This should prove to be an exciting rematch, with the alumni
much stronger this year, but the
varsity feels totally confident."

Gymnast Ortiz Quits
UNM gymnast Steve Ortiz said yesterday that he will not compete for
the Lobos next season.
Ortiz said "I just don't fit in his (UNM Gymnastics Coach Rusty Mit-'
chell) progr~m. Basically it has been a Jot of disagreements with Rusty."
Ortiz said there have been "injustices, not just to me but to others on the
team."
Ortiz placed third in the high bar last weekend in the NCAA Championships, not fifth as was mistakenly reported in the LOBO. Ortiz scored
a 18.85 in the high bar.
Ortiz finished eighth in the all-around with a score of 105.00 at the
NCAA meet. Last year as a sophomore Ortiz was 16th in the all-around.
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ito.tes: 15 cents per word per do.y, one dollo.r minimum. Ad·
vertlsements run five or more consecutive do.ys with no cho.nges,
n'lfte cents per word per day (no refunds If co.ncelled before five Insertions). Clo.sslfled advertisements must be paid In o.dvance.
ffiarron H().ll Room 105 or by mo.ll to: Classified Advertising, UNffi
Box 20, Albuquerque. Nffi 87131.

•

ACROSS
1 Wild
animal's
track
5'Baby grand
10 Soda
fountain
creation
14 Hawaiian
wlnsstorm
15 Playwright
----- Rice
16 Felipe,
Mateo or
Jesus----:
Baseballer
17 Big lillie:
Slang: 2
words
18 Type style
19 Black: Poet.
20 Throws
22 College
exam
24 Partake of
25 General
sense
27 Ocean
vessel
29 Trolley
tracks: 2
words
32 Aural
sensitivity
33 Clay, today
34 Papas
36 Copenhagen
citizens
40 Hourglass
material
42 Illuminated:
2 words
44 Machete
45 Provoke
47Deceives
49 Strike
gently

.

277·3013. 4/8
LESLIE M. SILKO's first novel, CEREMONY, now
in stock, UNM Bookstore. 4/8
COMING, next week, UNM Bookstore annual spring
sale! Don'tmiss out! 4/8
FLYING TO SAN FRANCISCO around April 15th?
Are you willing to accompany 2 well~behaved
children, aged 4 and S? If so, please call 843-6071
evenings, ask for Jeremy or Maria. 4/11
ALCOHOL STUDY Students 21 and over only.
Obtain questionnaire in Psychology 182. 4/11
SOUND IDEAS AND NIKKO want to make you a
star! Watch the Lobo for details. 4/11
NEWS FLASH-KAPPAS have the edge on Perby
Days, 4/12
ROGER DAVE HUNTER We love you thank
youWWW-TheKAPPAS 4/12
BENEFIT DANCE, Institute for Elementary Studies.
Featurin~ Ghost Rose and Island. Sat., Apri19, 8-l,
SUB Ballroom. 4/8
UNM CIRCLE K MEETJNO: Monday, April 11,
SUB 23lA, 7:30p.m. Everyone is invited. 4/1 t
RACHEL, your ship finally came in.
Co~gratulationsl M.V.D. 4/8 .

Lost &found
LOST: MEN'S BILLFOLD, Johnson Gym aiea,
Contains 3 important Jlce.nses. Please drop In
mail. 4/12

or

$250.00 REWARD for return watch and ring. Lost
in Johnson Gym, April 4. 255·8567, No questions

asked. 4/12
PLEASE: WHOEVER TOOK or found an orange
Carnptrails Daypack in• the Bookstore, Monday,
to room 131, Marron Hall. No
please return

•

$79.95. 4/Z9
RECONDITCONED PIANO, good condition,
Moving-must sell. 842-9929 or 277·3721, 4/8
1967 SIMCA~ good body & engine, 26 mpg In clty,
$$50.00 or h~ ·.offer. 265-62.61. 4/9

UNITED Feature Syndicate

ENGINEERING JUNIORS INTERESTED in SSOO a
month during their senior year call Gene Henderson
at 766-2335 or write Navy Nuclear Power Programs
Officer, P.O. Box 8667 1 Albuquerque, New Mexico
87108. 4/21
AGORA! UNM's student crisis center. Open 24 hrs.,

•

WATERBEDS: WATER TRIPS, 3407 Central N.E.
Catering to student needs since 1971, lnex~sive
furniture. Student special: complete watc:rbed system,

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PVZZLB

CONTACTS17 CASEY OPTICAL Company, 2558736. tfn
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, 1.0. photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing, Call26S-2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn
A LJMITED number of back issues of the LOBO are
available for 10 cents a copy in room 131, Marron

Hall. TFN

call242-5142. 4/8
1974 OPEL MA«TA: AM/FM, $new tires, exccUent
conditlon.168·3l42. 4/8
SONY TRINITRON: repossessed color TV. Take
over payments D( $8,75 monthly till bR-Ian~ i$ paid
orr. 255-7535. 4/11
NECCHI ZIO·ZAG: deluxe buttonholes, blind
stitches, ~mbroiders without attachm~nts. $40.00
cash or !1i pnymefii.S or$8.75, 255·1!534. 4/ll
CHRISTMAS LAYAWAY: brand new color TV, b!g
screen, Assume payments, $'7,00 per month, New 10.
yeargu11rantee. 25.$-7535. 4/11
DUE TO DLVORCE: Kirby vacuum cleaner, New
warranty, 1977 model, Take ove:r payments of$7.37 a
month, 155·153$. 411 I
STEREO DEPARTMENT closing out, All1977 new
stereo equipment: Ke11woOO. Pioneer. San.!iul;
receivers, 8-tracks, cassetta~, C. B. 's 1 etc.; 40111t to
50o/o off, while they 1Bst.l.55~7$34, 4/1 I
IN TIME FOR EASTER: .purebred Airedale puppies,
AKC rt~~lstered-Sl2S.OO. lli;cellent w/chil~ren,
watchdogs. Call Mrs. Murphfi 277-6165, officei 2567230 al home, 4/13
COMPLETE RACQUETBALL EQUIPMENT Rl
discount prices. The Bike Shop, new location, 811
YaleS.ErColl842·9100. 4/11
FENDER STRA1'.: perf~t condition, $275,00 cash,
877-0642. 4/11
1910 FORD XL: automatic transmission, air conditioning, disc brakes, roomy. Call 299-2825 after 5
p,m. 4/12
18' HANG-GLIDER: excellent condition, $400,00 or
best offer, 883-43.56. 4/13
FOR SALE: 8 week old St. Bernards, purebred,
$50.00. Call afler 5;00 p.m., 877-7764. 4/13
SUMMER SALE: Blouses, $3.SOj T-shlrls, $2.00;
sleeve shirts, only $3,.50i at California Fashion
2118 Ceqtral, ncross from campus. 266-

Classifieds

ED WILL BE SPONSORING a fund-raising party
for PIRG at 2530 Valencia N.E., Saturday evening,
Call262-0449 or 242-6293. 4/8
-

Q)

bll

i \(

I

STEREO UNIT: Oony Super-Sea~ ta~ dc:e;k; Heath
Kit receJver; 2.large KLH speakcra. $200.00 complete,

50 Feel pain
52 Birds
54 Gas station
giveaway: 2
words
58 Memento
from the
past
59 The
greatest
possible
60 Stay during
a trip
62 Very bad
65 Foible
67 Voluptuous
woman
69 Lie at
anchor
70 Evangelical:
Abbr.
71 Actress
Vera----·
72 Currier's
colleague
73 Make loans
7 4 Eurasian
sandpiper
75 Penny

Thursday's Puzzle Solved:

10MissWeSL
11 Group of
records
12 Unfettered
13 Plano----:
Instrument
mechanic
21 Patient wife
23 Soft metal
DOWN
26 Performed
again
1 Car d game 28 Bedouin
2 Graphic
29 Toronto's
emblem
----Lorna
3 "Like a
30 ---·
t
~-~~~?, --Shepard:
Astronaut
D
4 rapery
31 ~-- •• and
5 86~~~~nt
took notice
person
35 ----- cargo
37 Inert: 2
6 Labor org.
7 Ammunition:
words
Informal
38 Flair
.
8 Approaches 39 Soaks In h9 Flowery
quid
41 ---- reckon-

tfn

INCREDlBLE, and only J block from UNM, Large
!-bedroom apartment: dishwasher, disposal, k
carpeted, Pool & billiard room. Utilities paid,
monthly lease & large enough ror two. $220.00, Four
Seasons,266-0011, 4/ll

lng
43Woman's
cape
46 Brinks
48 Sunken
missile
sheller
51 Llghl foam
53 Kind of acid
54 Tangle
55 Martini Ingredient
56 N. American
highway
57 Eng. Channel port
61 Whine
63 Former British Prime
Minister
64 Insect colony 1
66 Resull
68 Clergyman's
title: Abbr.

FURNISHED STUDIO APT.• S7S.OO/mo. Also
unfurnished 1 bedroom, $95,00/mo, All utilities
paid, 613 2nd S.W. Call 869·3668 weeke11ds & after 5
p.m. weekdays, 4/11
MEDICAL STUDENT NEEDS HOUSEMATE(S) lo
share small3br. house near BCMC. 266-7310. 4/14
HOUSE FOR RENT to UNM facuUy, New 4 bdr.,
carpeted, In choice N.E, Hdghts. Benutiful vJew,
near schools & shopping center. $39S.OO/mo. 296191!. 4/19
FEMALE WANTED to share large home in Heights
area. Call292-3947. 4/12
ROTO TILLER: half/full day rates, Call 277·
SS!S. 4/13
FURNISHED ROOM: rcfris;e_rator, davenport,
private bath, private entrance, grads. only, utilities
paid. Evenings, 243-6139; Ed Oppenheimer, days,
243·5533. No alcoholic beverages. 4/8
3-BDRM HOUSE: NE Heights, May·Aug,,
S200/mo., 29fi-10Z4, 4/8

Employment

8841. 4/13

•

Now comes Miller time.-

© 1976 The Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

•

00 PLACES with the Peace Corps. Call 277~~907
af1er.3!30 P.M. 4129
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ASVNM Oeneral-elecllon poll workers meeting
will be held on Mon,, Apr, II in SUD. All poll
workers mU$1 be present, Call 277~.1528,
There wJll be & n1eetlng of the: lJNM Circle K club,
Mon., Apr, U 1 at 7:30p.m., in rm. 231A SUH. All
interested persons are invited,
UNM Ballroom Dance Club meets Fri., Apr. 8,
from 7-9 p.m., in the SUB Dnllroom, TI1ere will be In·
struction ln waltz.
The OnhodoK Dnha1 FaHh is )1Qiding firesides on
Monda)lsat 8 p.m. nt408-0Mnple NB.

Fri. afternoon coffee and conversations at the
Honors Center Lounse will pr~ent ,.Readings and
Raps Odesu by pod Rober! Lloyd on Apr, 8 at J :30,
Ev;:ryone is Invited,
Folkdance classes this summer. See page 14ln sum•

mer class :!lchcdule.

Ed Is sPOnsoring a fund-raising party for PIRO
Saturday night o.t 2!i3G ValenciaNE,
'
Poll workers needed for the ASUNM genet a! elec·
tlonon Apr, 13, Irlnterested caU 277-5528,
Studcllt.!i or sludcnt organizations who are opposed
to NMPIRG funding may call 111·560$ bCfore S D.m.
br 292-226!1 nfler 5. We will be coordlnadug
campaign efforts only at those numbers.

I
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QUEEN
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Laundry and
Dry Cleaning
Dry clean your
winter coat- s2oo
OneFREE
One Per Customer

506 Monroe S.E.
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.................. CO UPO N................n;
Directly behind Highland HS

255·0856

Meet today's challen-ges

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
S.E., 265..0335. Color TV's, tape decksJ stereo,
amplifiers, auto radios. Install burglar ala~s. lO~o
discount for students with ID"s. Quick service. Used
TV's for sale. 4/29
TYPING. EDITING. call Kim: 266-9037. 4/8
NEED SOMETHING TYPED? Call Lynn, 2660760. 4/12
TYPEWRITER REPAIR SERVICE. Free pickup &
delivery. Free estimates. 883-9360; 881-6525,
eves. 4/22

FINEST SELEcriON or handmade wedding sets.
Charlie Romero, 294S Wyoming NE, 293·
6901. 4129

6Bl0or296·52118. 4/8

--

""z

Enrich your life

LSAT·MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call
Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 841.
5200. tfn

for Sa.le

CHARTER FLIOHTS (over 7,000), EuraU paues,
information andrides available 1'\t Jntercontlnental
Travel Centre, 107 Olrard Blvd,, S.D. Suite L, 25$·

I

needs camp
counselors, beth men & women. Must enjoy working
with children & being in the outdoors. Also need
specialists in arts & crafts, sports & games, nature
lore,.• theatre arts, carnpcraft. Equal opportunity
employer. Diversity of backgrounds i~ sought. 247-

Services

VOLVO MECHANIC. Good work guaranteed. 247~
9083. 4/8
TYPING: M.A. ENGLISH. Selectric; on-campus.
2%-8564. 4129
FOR EXPERIENCED TYPIST: Proofing, editing,
legal, medical, manuscripts, general. 266-4770. 418
SERVE in the Peace Corps I Call277-S907 after 3:30
P.M. 4129
GARDEN ROTO~TILLINO: quality worlc,
reasonable. Call 873-0251. 4/12
WE CAN RAISE your gt'ades by at lca:~t one full
point. Editing, criticism, advice on academic and
creative work. English tutoring. The Hand of
Experience, 266-3679, evenings. 4/12
EXPERT TYPINO, 266-4567. 4/12
EXPER!ENCEDTYP1ST, 843·6161. 4/13
GARDEN ROTOTILLING by UNM student. Group
rates available. Cai1268·1Sij:t 4/22
SMALL CARS! small shop, small prices. American~
roreign. 255·3180. 20.5 Stanford Alley, Phil. 4/14

DRIVERS FIJ..B FRBEI Share expenses. Call
Intercontlnentn.l T.-avd Centre at Ride-line 265·9800,
or296·.S288. 4/8

e LOAD OF WASH

asked. Call243·3682. 4/13
FOUND: RING OF KEYS in parking lot east of
Popejoy, 4/6/77, Identify & claim, rm.13t. Marron
Hall. 4/13
WATCH: FOUND in P.E. locker. Johnson Gym.
Describe& claim; call898-5855, 4/13
FOUND: RlNO OF KEYS near Johnson Oym,
417177. Identify & claim, rm. 131, Marron
Hall. 4/14

-·

Tra.vel

i

return
orange
stolen from bookstore, April 6th. No questions

-

NBED Mot•mn Budnen Qf your own~ can hJ;Ip.
Free trnlnlng, 294-6863, B~JO P.M. 4/8
AMIB: wilh lhe LOBOt all thlngii are poJ~ibltl 4/8

Student Publications Board will meet Mon., Apr.
JJ, at 7 p.m., In SUB) room 230--!o Interview and
select editor for NM DailyLODO,

BICYCLES,
lighter weight. R.C. Hallett's, 843-9378.

Mlacella.f'l&ous

Enroll in Bible
Summer Class
3361 The Corfnthlzm LeUera.6:3D-9:30pm Tuas, lhurs
Begins Juno 2nd Ends July 2.8

Fall Semester

Rovolol on

Greek1411 Beginning NewTestamenl9:00-10:30 MWF
Bible 4366 Book Of
11:00.12:00 MWF
Blt>le.t365 General Epistles (James, Palerl John, Jude) 11:00-12:30 TT
Bible 1302 New Testament Survey 6:30-9;30 pm luee..
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s~;~ays FISH RANCH T~~~P~~~~g ~ ·
10°/o Off on all supplies
·
~
to UNM students with I D's
~

5

I
§5
5
~

=

Fees· •10" Per Course

I

Algae Eaters ••••• , " ••••••••• , •••• 3/1 110
Angel& ••••••• , •••• ,., •••••••••••• 89°
Tiger Barbs~ •••••••.••••••• , •••••• 39~
Glow Lights ...................... 39¢
Black Mollles •••• , ~ ............... 3(1 00

Gold Dogo ...................... • • • 2"'
Zebras •••• , ••••••••••••••••••••• 311 00
Jumbo Neons ..••••.•.••••••••••. 311~
Cobra Guppies ................. 99~/pr.
Reg. Dojo .•••••••••• , ••••••••• ~ •• 79~

§;Ji
5

$

=

I orang•;~;~~~·S~·~·~·=~e~"~;;·~~~~·;;~...... ~1M I
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Reglstratlon:_At Christian Student Centeroratfirst class meeting

Alternate scheduling available

•

Eight Reasons lor Enrolling
I,
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7,
B.

Tocnlkh my ur~deniandlngo(God'~ word.
To.scrcngthen my raith at a Chrinian,
To under:stand my rote IU a 5ervanl o(Ood,
T<lundent.tndthevalueofmywul.
To obtain !he pro~r philosoph) orlile,
'To balance my academic de\'~lopmcni.
To ute my dC'Ciives when: 1hcy count mosc.
Tosd a good eumpl~ for<lthettto follow,
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·If you want a. guitar that has a big full

range of sound and the easle~Jt action
you've ever played, Ovation's your best
answer. Come down and check us out.
(505) 247-1416
401 Rom ro NW
·Old Albuau.erque NM 87104

NOW . FFICIAL CHARTER MEMBERSHIP FOR ONLY $1.00
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~~ROLLER CROSS''
.SKATEBOARD PARK
WHERE?
1900 Block Yale SE
WHEN?
Mid-June
WHAT?

HOW?

• Northeast Schwinn Cycle
• Pop Tops
• Rocky Mt. Ski C~.
• H. Coo·k Sporting Goods
Three Acres of Frau Stylo Areas. Slalom Runs, A• Bicycle World
Gra~ Prix Track, Bowls, Pro Shop, And Much, • Gardenswartz Sportz
Much Moro ••• Open Everyday, The Park Wille Clark's Sporting Goods
Ba llluminalad For Night Acllon.
• Acme Wheels
• Mountain Sports, Limited
· WHO?·

Only Members Can Purchase
Admission To The Park Or Sand Request To
"ROLLER CROSS"
BOX 13269
ALBUQUERQUE NM 87112
sen~

GO FOR IT!
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CO-op Adventurous

If you remember the fun you had as a kid going on. school field trips,
Dr, Masry, 30, received his M.A.
multiply that by five and you have an idea of how 35 APS grade-schoolers and Ph.D. in Anthropology from
spent their Easter vacation.
the University of Chicago.
· Part of the second floor of the New Mexico Union became a playground
away from usual playgrounds when the children, first through fifth
graders from Albuquerque schools, enrolled in a new child-care program
for the APS spring. break.
Chris Carson, a substitute ·teacher for APS, headed the program for
children of UNM students, staff and faculty which began Monday and enMak,rs ,of ~and .Mude
ds today.
.Indian' ,ewelry4. ..· ·
"The kid~ enjoy this environment," Carson said. Using the SUB as a
OLDTOWN
headquarters, Carson and two other teachers, Carol Wright and Blythe
Lifton, led the students through five days of field trips, experiments and --... ...
play.
,
COPIES
. Wright said the University was a great place to have the program. :.
"We're using the campus resources. The children love the duck pond,"
she said. "And it gives them a chance to get involved."
The children watched movies, flew kites, skateboarded, made pancakes
and a salad, took a bike trip, swam, worked in the ASUNM Crafts room
and explored the campus.
One mother said she was delighted with the program.- She said it was
well run and that it was a great help to pa,rents who had classes to attend
and didn't know what to do with their children who were out of school for
•
POSTAL®
a week.
.
Carson said he was pleased with the program and said he would like to
INSTANT
see it continue in the form of a summer program.
PRESS
The program, which cost "$3 a day per child, began with the efforts of
Dorothy Davidson, former ASUNM vice president, and was put together
2818 Central S.E.
by Carson, George O'Neil of the UNM Child Care Co-op and ASUNM
265-3435
Vice President Tom Williams.
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Ministry's ambitious program of thropological and archeological
intensive archeological research on research in the Middle East could
the Arabian Penninsula. Maxwell go a long way in instilling a sense of,
Museum of Anthropology is one of ''nationalistic ethnicity'' among
19. "model museums" chosen· by Arab peoples which outside of
the Ministry for study in planning religious identity is entirely lacking.
the five-year Saudi museums and
Masry also conferred with
antiquities program.
Engineering Dean William Gross
,Dr. Masry, who met with and one local solar-energy building
Maxwell Museum director Dr. contractor on the subject of solar
Jerry Brody, said that some form of energy development in Saudi
student or faculty-exchange Arabia.
·
program between UNM and the
University of Riyadh, S,A. may be
Masry said that Saudi Arabia,
initiated sometime in the future.
for all its vast wealth of fossil fuel
Masry said, "We are using this resources, is plowing huge sums of
museum as a pattern for museum its oil-generated money into solar
concept and philosophy for our research and housing for its
own museums."
citizens. He said that because of
, Masry said that systematic, Saudi Arabia's "shoddy" system of
intensive programs of an- natural gas distribution and its
abundance of sunshine, the extensive use of solar energy will be
an integral part of the economic
development of his fast-emerging
· nation.
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By Daniel Crain
A government minister from the
arid, oil rich OPEC-cartel state of
Saudi Arabia arrived in the arid,
energy-rich state of New Mexico
yesterday.
Dr. Abdulla Masry, director of
Museums and Antiquities of Saudi
Arabia, and Ph.D. in anthropology, is specifically interestect in the structure and
organization of New Mexico archeological museums.
He is one of an eight-member
Saudi delegation touring the United
States to '!promote goodwill and
better relations with the U.S."
Dr, Masry administers a budget
of $1 billion over the next five years
to build and administer museums in
Saudi Arabia, and carry out the

For Grade Schoolers

ApRiications Can Be Obtained
At The Following Locations:

Please

Arab Minister Visits
New Mexico Museums
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MEET THE MAGICIANS.
No introductions needed here: you know who they are. Return to
Forever. Brilliant musicians with their collective consciousness firmly fixed on
greatness. The leaders of this exceptional crew just triumphed in down beat 1S
Readers' Poll Awards as Best Pianist and Best Bassist. (That's the same bassist
whom Rollhig Stone recently honored as Jazzman of the Year.)
Hear Return to Forever at work-on a hrand·new album. It's called
"Musicmagic;' imd it's magic, all right. It could be Return to Forever's biggest
album ever-and you don't have to be clairvoyant to know that. .
·
"Musicmagic!' Return to Forever's newest sorcery 011 Columbia.
Records and Tapes.
Produced by Chick Corea. Co-produced by Stanley Clarke.

Appearing at the Civic Center April 12th

A STEP AHEAD
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